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Land Governance in the Mekong Region: Revisiting Contexts and Rethinking Concepts

Abstract

Scholarship and political mobilisation around agrarian change in mainland Southeast Asia have long placed land at the centre of analysis and advocacy. From the 1960s to 1980s, scholarship on land worked within a framework of agrarian political economy in which class relations associated with control over land, labour and capital were central. Revolutionary and reform programs galvanised around “land to the tiller” campaigns. After a period of decline in such concerns and political language, in part explicable by the changed context of critical scholarship and political action in a post-Cold War world (and its manifestation in mainland Southeast Asia), and in part by a shift in interest toward deagrarianisation, urbanisation and industrialisation, there has been a return to interest in land issues. However, contexts have changed, as have the conceptual tools employed to study and the language to advocate for agrarian justice. This presentation explores the revived interest in land and the contexts in which such interest is generated. Agendas are often framed in terms of “governance”, and scholarly work employs analyses based around themes such as access and exclusion, land grabbing, customary tenure and responsible agricultural investment.
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